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Abstract: The paper at hand discusses the design and implementation of the
“Open eCard App”, which is a lightweight and open eID client, which integrates
major international standards. It supports strong authentication and electronic
signatures with numerous common electronic identity cards in desktop as well as
mobile environments. The Open eCard App is designed to be as lightweight,
usable and modular as possible to support a variety of popular platforms including
Android for example. It will be distributed under a suitable open source license and
hence may provide an interesting alternative to existing eID clients.

1.

Introduction

Against the background of various electronic identity (eID) card projects around the
globe (e.g. in the USA [NIST-PIV], Australia [AGIMO-NSF] and Europe [CEN15480])
there have been numerous initiatives in the area of research, development and
standardization of eID cards, smart card middleware components and related services.
The German government, for example, has been issuing a new electronic identity card
(“neuer Personalausweis”, nPA) since November 2010, which features modern
cryptographic privacy enhanced protocols [BSI-TR3110] and contactless smart card
technology [ISO14443]. In order to support the broad adoption of this innovative
security technology the German government initiated a 30 million euro subsidy program
in which security bundles (“IT-Sicherheitskits”) are provided for German citizen. These
security bundles comprise a free eID client [AusweisApp] for computers and a free or
discounted smart card terminal. This eID client was announced to support all major
platforms, interface devices, and smart cards as specified in the “eCard-API-Framework”
[BSI-TR03112], which in turn is based on major international standards such as
[ISO24727], [CEN15480] and [OASIS-DSS]. Thus, there have been high expectations
with respect to the real world impact of these developments.

However, despite the tremendous political, technical and financial efforts of the German
government the practical situation with respect to the secure, easy and ubiquitous use of
the different smart cards involved in the German eCard-strategy (cf. [Kowa07] and
[HoSt11]) is not yet satisfying. The currently available eID client [AusweisApp], for
example, only supports authentication with the German ID card on selected PC-based
platforms. Important features such as the support for electronic signature techniques,
other smart cards, the Mac OS platform or mobile devices are still lacking. As of today it
is not clear whether1 and when those features will be supported.
In order to solve this problem the authors of the paper at hand have started to design and
implement a lightweight alternative, the “Open eCard App”, and will publish its source
under a suitable open source license. The present contribution discusses selected aspects
related to the design and development of this lightweight eID client.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of
related work. Section 3 summarizes the main functional and non-functional requirements
for the Open eCard App. Section 4 presents the high level design that has been
developed based on the given requirements. Section 5 highlights selected aspects of the
module design and related implementation issues. Section 6 closes the paper with an
outlook on the next steps and future development.

2.

Related Work

In addition to the development of the eCard-API-Framework [BSI-TR03112], the
respective standards (e.g. [CEN15480], [ISO24727] and [OASIS-DSS]) and the eID
client [AusweisApp] supported by the German government, there have been various
related developments which need to be considered here.
First, there are a few alternative proprietary eID clients (cf. [Ageto-AA] and [bosAutent]), which support the German ID card, or implement a subset of the eCard-APIFramework (cf. [T7-eCard-QES]).
Furthermore, there have been first academic contributions to enable the use of the
German ID card on mobile and PC-based platforms.
[EiHü08] discusses the use of [ISO24727] in a mobile environment. In [Hors09],
[Kief10], [WHB+11] and [Hors11] an NFC-enabled Java Micro Edition (Java ME)
mobile phone is used for mobile authentication with the German ID card. In the
[Androsmex] project an Android based NFC-enabled smartphone is used to implement
the Password Authenticated Connection Establishment (PACE) protocol (cf. [BSITR3110] and [ICAO-PACE]). In [Petr11] a mobile authentication using the German ID
card is realized on an Android-based Smartphone using a separate mobile smart card
reader. At the University Koblenz-Landau the rosecat project [Jahn11] aims at providing
an open source eID client and the [OpenPACE] project at the Humboldt University
Berlin aims at providing a cryptographic library which provides support for PACE and
parts of the Extended Access Control (EAC) version 2.0 protocol [BSI-TR3110]. While
both latter projects have been developed with PCs as primary target in mind, there have
1
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been related contributions, which focus on mobile eID scenarios (cf. [Beil10], [Oepe10],
[MMO11] and [MOMR11]).
In addition to the projects in Germany, there have been some open eID related
developments in other countries, which are to be considered. The JMRTD project
[JMRTD] provides an open source Java implementation of the Machine Readable Travel
Documents (MRTD) standards developed by the International Civil Aviation
Organization. For the Belgian eID card there is already a Java library [eidlib], a Java
applet [eID-Applet] and software for the creation of XML-based signatures [eID-DSS].
[VeLa+09] discusses some security and privacy improvements for the Belgian eID
technology. With [MOCCA] an open source environment for the Austrian Citizen Card
is available. Recently, an open source middleware for the Portuguese Citizen Card was
introduced [MEDI11].
For the generation and verification of XML Advanced Electronic Signatures (XAdES)
the [OpenXAdES] project provided a C-based library and in [Gonç10] a Java-based
implementation has been developed. The Sirius project [Sirius-SS] develops an open
source signing server, which supports the interfaces standardized in [OASIS-DSS].
With respect to smart cards, there are already two open source projects [OpenSC] and
[OpenSCDP], which aim at providing a platform-independent framework for the use of
smart cards. While [OpenSC] in particular supports cards with Cryptographic
Information Application data according to part 15 of [ISO7816], the [OpenSCDP]
project provides scripting based support for the German ID card and the German
electronic health card for example. For the Android-platform there is an open source
secure element evaluation kit [SEEK4Android], which implements [OpenMobile].
There are various frameworks and components in the area of the Security Assertion
Markup Language (SAML). [OpenSAML] is a platform-independent and open source
representative of them. The use of eID cards in a SAML-environment has been discussed
in [EHS09] and [EHMS10]. Corresponding SAML-profiles have been defined in [BSITR03130] and [STORK]. The channel binding presented in Section 3.3.10 of Part 7 of
[BSI-TR03112] may be used to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks. Unfortunately, this
approach is only applicable to cards which feature the Extended Access Control protocol
specified in [BSI-TR3110], such as the German ID card for example. In order to provide
a secure SAML-binding, which may be used with arbitrary eID cards, the alternatives
discussed in [SAML-HoK], [GaLiSc08] and [KSJG10] as well as the TLS-channel
binding specified in [RFC5929] may serve as starting points.
For PC-based platforms a trusted computing environment may be realized utilizing a
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) and a Trusted Software Stack (TSS). The [jTSS]
project provides an open source TSS implementation for the Java Platform. Because the
Open eCard App is required to run also on mobile platforms, particularly Android, it is
necessary to consider the specific security aspects for this platform in more detail.
Android specific attacks have for example been shown in [DaDm+10] and there exist
several projects and publications that discuss possible ways to improve the security of
Android smartphones (cf. [BDDH+11], [NKZS10], [YZJF11] and [CoNC10]). To
provide a robust and trustworthy implementation of the mobile eID client it is also
required to consider unconventional attack vectors such as discussed in [AGMB+10] and

[WaSt10]. On the other side there will be mobile device platforms, which are offering
enhanced security features like the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) specified by
Global Platform [GP-TEE]. The TEE realizes a secure operating system next to the
standard mobile operating system (e.g. Android, iOS, Windows Phone) and hence, can
be utilized to secure the mobile eID client. It offers the possibility to install new trusted
applications in the field, which are completely separated from each other and
applications running outside the trusted execution environment. Trusted applications can
securely store data, access secure elements, perform cryptographic operations and
protocols and perform secure input and output using the display and keypad of the
mobile device.

3.

Requirements for the Open eCard App

This section contains the main functional and non-functional requirements of the
lightweight Open eCard App, where the key words MAY, SHOULD, SHALL and
MUST are used as defined in [RFC2119].
R1. Support for all popular platforms
The Open eCard App MUST be designed to support the most popular client platforms.
In addition to PCs based on Windows, Linux or Mac OS this in particular includes NFCenabled mobile devices, which are for example based on [Android]. On the other side –
unlike the clients considered in [EiHü08], [Hors09] and [Hors11] – we do not restrict
ourselves to the limited feature set provided by the Java ME platform, but only require
that it SHOULD be possible to port our client to such a platform if it turns out to be
necessary.
R2. Modularity, open interfaces and extensibility
In order to facilitate the distributed development and portability to different platforms,
the Open eCard App MUST consist of suitable modules, which are connected through
open interfaces. Those modules SHOULD be designed to minimize the effort of creating
a new client application for a specific purpose2. For features, which are expected to
change over time, such as cryptographic and communication protocols, the Open eCard
App SHALL provide suitable extension mechanisms. The basic cryptographic
mechanisms SHOULD be provided in form of a standardized cryptographic module to
ensure implementation independence and interoperability for cryptographic functions on
each supported platform. In particular the Graphical User Interface (GUI), which is
expected to be very platform specific, MUST be clearly separated from the other
modules.
R3. Architecture based on ISO/IEC 24727
The architecture of the Open eCard App SHALL be based on the international secure
element infrastructure standard [ISO24727]. This means in particular that the Interface
Device (IFD) API (cf. [ISO24727], part 4) and the Service Access Layer (SAL) API (cf.
[ISO24727], part 3) MUST be supported. The IFD Layer SHALL allow to use a wide
range of external card terminals, e.g. those based on the PC/SC architecture or
2
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[OpenMobile], and NFC-modules integrated in mobile phones and SHOULD support
TPMs, if present on the platform. The SAL SHALL support arbitrary smart cards, which
are described by a CardInfo file according to Section 9 of [CEN15480]3.
R4. Support for electronic signatures and federated identity management
The Open eCard App SHOULD be able to create advanced electronic signatures in
standardized formats (cf. [ETSI-101733], [ETSI-101903] and [ETSI-102778]) using the
supported eID cards and / or suitable server systems.
R5. Support for federated identity management
The Open eCard App SHOULD support federated identity management protocols
according to internationally acknowledged standards, such as [SAML(v2.0)] for
example.
R6. Browser integration
The Open eCard App MUST be start- and accessible from within a browser to perform
an authentication at web-based services.
R7. Secure components
The Open eCard App MUST utilize the security features of the attached components.
This includes the usage of the secure input and output facility of an attached reader as
well as the usage of a possibly available secure operating system like the Trusted
Execution Environment for mobile devices [GP-TEE].
R8. Security
The Open eCard App MUST be designed in a security aware manner, such that a formal
security evaluation, e.g. according to Common Criteria [CC(v3.1)], is possible with
modest additional effort. Furthermore the Open eCard App SHALL use the security
features provided by attached components. This includes the usage of the secure input
and output facility of an attached reader as well as the usage of a possibly available
secure operating system like the Trusted Execution Environment [GP-TEE] for mobile
devices.
R9. Open source capable
The Open eCard App SHOULD be substantially free of external dependencies. This way
it can be released as open source software under a suitable license and there is no regard
to take on rights of third parties.
R10.
Transparency
The Open eCard App SHOULD provide information to the user about all the existing
connections (Internet), access to smart card and other actions.
R11.
Stability
The released versions of the Open eCard App SHOULD always be stable, i.e. work
without crashes and undesired behaviour.
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R12.
High usability and accessible GUI
The design and implementation of a GUI MUST consider platform specific issues to
maximize usability and the GUI SHOULD support accessibility features.

4.

High Level Design

Based on previous work (e.g. [BSI-TR03112], [Petr11] and [Hors11]) and the
requirements above, the high level design depicted in Figure 1 has been developed. It
envisages the implementation of the Open eCard App in the Java programming
language, making use of the respective architectural concepts. Java is selected mainly
because it is supported on all target platforms (R1) and allows applications that can
easily be modularized and updated (R2).

Figure 1: High Level Design of the Open eCard App

The main building blocks of the Open eCard App are as follows:
•

Interface Device (IFD)
This component implements the IFD interface as specified in part 6 of [BSITR03112] and part 4 of [ISO24727]. It also contains the additional interfaces for
password-based protocols such as PACE (cf. Section 5.1). It provides a generalized
interface for communication with specific readers and smart cards, to enable the
user to use arbitrary card terminals or smart cards.

•

Event Manager
The Event Manager monitors the occurrence of events (e.g. added or removed
terminals or cards) and performs the type-recognition of freshly captured cards (cf.
Sections 5.3 - 5.4).

•

Service Access Layer (SAL)
This module implements the Service Access Layer as specified in part 4 of [BSITR03112] and part 3 of [ISO24727]. An important aspect of this component is that
it provides an extension mechanism, which enables the addition of new
authentication protocols in the future without changing other parts of the
implementation.

•

Crypto
The crypto module unifies the access to cryptographic functions of the other
modules. Through the use of the Java Cryptography Architecture (JCA) [JCA]
interface and the provider architecture offered by it, it is easy to exchange the
Cryptographic Service Provider (CSP) and hence use the most suitable one for each
platform. As JCA provider for the presented eID client primarily [BouncyCastle]4,
[FlexiProvider] and [IAIK-JCE] come in mind.

•

Graphical User Interface (GUI)
The GUI is connected via an abstract interface (cf. Section 5.2) and hence is easily
interchangeable. This allows providing platform-specific GUI-implementations,
while leaving the other modules unchanged.

•

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)
This component provides support for the SAML Enhanced Client and Proxy (ECP)
profile [SAML-ECP], which allows receiving an AuthnRequest via the PAOSbinding [PAOS-v2.0] and starting the eID based authentication procedure with a
suitable Identity Provider. Compared to the Web Browser Single Sign-On (SSO)
profile used in [BSI-TR03130], the support of the ECP-profile leads to a more
straightforward authentication procedure that is easier to protect.

•

Electronic Signatures (eSign)
This component allows to create advanced electronic signatures according to [ETSI101733], [ETSI-101903] and [ETSI-102778] using the interface defined in part 2 of
[BSI-TR03112], which is based on [OASIS-DSS].

•

Dispatcher
The dispatcher provides a centralized entry point for the handling of incoming and
outgoing messages. By this centralization, the dispatcher helps to reduce the amount
of Java code and the complexity of the Open eCard App.
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•

Transport
The transport component encapsulates the individual transport protocols settled at
various transport layers. The layered structure makes it easy to use the protocols
needed for a specific use case and to add new protocols. In order to support the
currently available eID servers, the protocol stack will at least allow exchanging
PAOS messages, which are bound to HTTP and require TLS and TCP/IP to be
transported. However the protocol stack of the eID client is designed to additionally
support other bindings (e.g. SOAP [SOAP-v1.1]) and alternative protocols such as
the Austrian Security Token Abstraction Layer (STAL) [MOCCA] or the eID applet
protocol used in Belgium [eID-Applet].

•

Browser Integration
As the Open eCard App should start automatically (without requiring further action
by the user) on accessing an appropriately prepared website, there has to be a
mechanism for the browser to launch the application and pass over (connection-)
parameters. For this purpose, the eID activation mechanisms specified in part 7 of
[BSI-TR03112] and the cryptographic interfaces supported by popular browsers
(e.g. [PKCS#11]) are implemented in this module.

5.

Selected Aspects of the Module Design and Implementation

This section highlights selected aspects of the design and implementation of the Open
eCard App.
5.1

PACE in IFD Layer

The standardisation of the IFD interface in part 4 of [ISO24727] took place before all
details of the PACE protocol (see [BSI-TR3110] and [ICAO-PACE]) and the
corresponding card terminals (see [BSI-TR03119] and [PC/SC-PACE]) were specified.
Thus PACE-support is currently not yet integrated in the standardized IFD layer and
existing eID clients such as [AusweisApp], [bos-Autent] and [Ageto-AA] seem to
implement PACE on top of the IFD layer. As in this case the Service Access Layer
needs to be aware of the detailed capabilities of the connected card terminal this is not
optimal from an architectural point of view.
To overcome this problem we propose an extension for the IFD API, that contains the
two commands EstablishChannel and DestroyChannel, which are protocol
agnostic generalizations of the EstablishPACEChannel and DestroyPACEChannel commands defined in [PC/SC-PACE] and (partly) in [BSI-TR03119].

5.2

GUI Interface

As the Graphical User Interface (GUI) needs to be developed in a platform specific
manner, it is necessary to introduce an interface, which decouples the user interface from
the rest of the eID client. As the Open eCard App shall support a wide range of smart
card terminals with varying capabilities in a homogeneous manner, the GUI needs to
compensate these differences and provide a card- and terminal-specific dialogue to
obtain the user consent for a specific transaction. In order to support arbitrary terminals
and eID cards, the GUI interface is defined in an abstract manner. A user dialogue
specification consists of a sequence of steps, which in turn may contain a sequence of
input and output elements. The input elements allow to mark check boxes, which may
for example be used to restrict a Certificate Holder Authorization Template (cf. [BSITR3110], Annex C.1.5 and C.4), or capture a PIN.
5.3

Event Manager

Events in the IFD layer (e.g. insertion or removal of cards) can be recognized using the
Wait function of the IFD interface as specified in part 6 of [BSI-TR03112] and in part 4
of [ISO24727]. This function returns the state of a monitored terminal, after an event has
occurred. In order to identify a specific event, the calling component must compare the
received state with the previous state of the terminal. Thus, every component that makes
use of the Wait function would need to implement this kind of comparison, which is not
very convenient.
To centralize this functionality, we introduce an Event Manager, which monitors the
occurrence of events, triggers the card recognition and distributes the received
information to all components that have registered to it. A component can register for
one or more specific events (e.g. insertion of cards) and will be notified if one of them
occurs. Furthermore custom filters can be applied to the Event Manager, in case the
predefined registration options are not sufficient.
5.4

Card Recognition

In order to support the widest possible range of eID cards, the Open eCard App supports
CardInfo structures according to [BSI-TR03112] Part 4, Annex A and [CEN15480]
Section 9. For the recognition of the card type it is necessary to construct a decision tree
(cf. [BSI-TR03112] Part 4, Figure 5 and [Wich11] Section 5.1.2) using the set of
available CardInfo files. While this construction could be performed by an eID client
upon initialization, we propose to perform this construction only once and store the
constructed decision tree in a suitable XML format. As there is no need for the eID client
to perform the construction itself, we propose that a suitable infrastructure component,
such as the CardInfo repository (cf. [BSI-TR03112] Part 5), performs the construction
and distributes the compact decision tree.

The Card Recognition module within the Open eCard App (cf. Figure 1) works with the
recognition tree and just needs access to the IFD. As soon as a new card is captured and
a corresponding event is identified by the Event Manager (cf. Section 5.3), the card
recognition procedure is performed by connecting the card and walking through the
recognition tree until the card type is determined. In the eCard-API layering model, this
request to the Card Recognition module is performed by the SAL. However, with the
availability of the Event Manager, the most natural approach is to perform the
recognition right after a “card inserted” event and distribute the information with a
“card recognised” event afterwards. This information distribution mechanism has the
advantage that not only the SAL, but also other modules which need this kind of
information (e.g. the GUI), can act as an event sink, too.

6.

Summary

The paper at hand presents the design and selected implementation details of the Open
eCard App. This eID client supports arbitrary smart cards, which are described by
CardInfo files and is designed to support PC-based as well as mobile platforms, e.g.
based on [Android]. As the Open eCard App is designed to be as lightweight and usable
as possible and will be distributed under a suitable open source license, it may provide
an interesting open alternative to the currently available eID clients such as the
[AusweisApp].
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